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the first major online shopping outlet to offset 100% of its shippingrelated emissions. By 2020, the company expects to be completely
carbon neutral. Etsy launched its carbon-neutral shipping policy
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Uber sets IPO terms while reporting deeply unprofitable Q1: Uber set a price range for its IPO, targeting $44 to $50
per share. The company’s debut could see $10.35 billion in shares sold, including 180 million shares from Uber,
and if underwriters exercise the option on 27 million more shares. PayPal “has entered into an agreement with us
pursuant to which it has agreed to purchase $500 million of our common stock in a private placement” at the final
IPO price. (April 26)

MEDIUM
Walmart intelligent retail lab stores are AI Powered stores of the future: Walmart is leveraging artificial intelligence
to power new insights in yet another iteration of the “store of the future” it unveiled recently. (April 28)
Amazon’s Alexa reviewers can access customers’ home addresses: An Amazon.com Inc. team auditing Alexa users’
commands has access to location data and can, in some cases, easily find a customer’s home address, according to
five employees familiar with the program. (April 24)

BLOOMBERG – TECH
U.K. pushes Google, Facebook to tackle harmful online content: The U.K. government is asking Alphabet Inc.’s
Google, Facebook Inc. and Snapchat Inc. to commit to dealing with online content surrounding self-harm and
suicide. (April 29)
Facebook’s Zuckerberg builds his wife a glowing ‘Sleep Box’: Mark Zuckerberg said he built a glowing wooden box to
help his wife Priscilla sleep better through the night without having to check her phone to see if it’s time to look
over their children. (April 28)
Google staffers share stories of ‘Systemic’ retaliation: Hundreds of Google staffers discussed what activists allege is
a frequent consequence of criticizing the company: Retaliation. The claims of retaliation are the latest in a series of
internal upheavals over issues ranging from the use of artificial intelligence for military purposes to executive
misconduct and the rights of contract workers. Alphabet Inc.’s Google set the standard in Silicon Valley for
employing and retaining scores of highly-trained computer scientists. But the recent troubles have hurt its
reputation. Employees registered a decline of faith in Google’s executives in recent internal surveys. Several
software coders refused to work on a project for the Pentagon last year, spiking the contract, and some resigned in
protest. (April 27)

FORBES
Uber starts investor roadshow with lower-than-expected valuation but a fresh $500 million from PayPal: Uber
Technologies Inc., the on-demand ride-hailing Goliath, revealed in its highly anticipated updated S-1 that it will price
its initial public offering at $44-$50 per share for a market valuation of as much as $84 billion, well below
expectations of at least a $100 billion valuation. (April 26)
Facebook could face new penalties in addition to $3 billion FTC fine in Attorney General probe: The New York State
Attorney General is investigating Facebook following the embattled company's claim last week that it unintentionally
collected 1.5 million user email address books without permission. (April 26)
Alphabet's Loon raises $125 million from SoftBank, making it the second unit to take outside funding this year:
Alphabet’s internet balloon unit, Loon, has raised $125 million from a SoftBank subsidiary, making it the tech giant’s
second so-called “Other Bet” to take outside funding in the past year. (April 25)
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DISCLAIMER
This report has been prepared using non-independent research material available from public sources, which are believed to be reliable as at
the date of this report. However, Goodman Masson Recruitment Services Limited (“GMRS”), its employees and its independent third party
provider make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of this report. This report should therefore not be relied on as accurate
or complete. The facts and opinions on this report are subject to change without notice. GMRS, its employees and its independent third party
provider have no obligation to modify or update this report in the event that any information on this report becomes inaccurate.
This report is prepared for informational purpose only, with no recommendation or solicitation to buy or to sell. The background of any
individual or other investor has not been considered in providing this report. Individuals and other investors should seek independent
financial advice which considers their specific risks, objectives and specific constraints, and make their own informed decisions. Individuals
and other investors should note that investing in shares carries a degree of risk and the value of investments can go up or down. Past
performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investments should be made with regard to an investor’s total portfolio. GMRS,
its independent third party provider and its employees make no representation or guarantee with regard to any investment noted on this
report, and shall therefore not be liable with regard to any loss.
For further clarification or details, please contact Goodman Masson, info.ny@goodmanmasson.com
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